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A Pinterest book including set-up guide, marketing, strategy, and tips for using social networking
on Pinterest. Pinterest Tutorial includes step-by-step instructions written by Pinterest blogger
Michelle Held @PinTalkUse Pinterest for business and learn how to set up an account and
boards, how to pin and repin, use hashtags, comment, like pins and get more followers.Learn
how to use Pinterest for your business or home. This fact-filled book is full of step-by-step
instructions on everything from how to set up your own account, to using Pinterest for business
and getting more followers. Pinterest Tutorial is for individual users and businesses. Pinterest is
entertaining for the casual user and a way to generate a customer base for the business user.
Businesses will find that Pinterest drives shoppers to their website, making it an easy form of
free advertising. This book is for the beginning to advanced user. Get started with Pinterest
marketing today!Table of ContentsChapter 1: What Is Pinterest?Chapter 2: Who Uses Pinterest?
Chapter 3: Pinterest’s BeginningChapter 4: Getting Started: TerminologyChapter 5: How To Set
Up A New AccountChapter 6: Following UsersChapter 7: Setting Up Your First BoardsChapter 8:
Pins, Likes, and CommentsChapter 9: Beyond the BasicsChapter 10: Following and
FeedsChapter 11: Pinterest for BusinessChapter 12: Converting to or Getting Started as a
Business AccountChapter 13: Business Best PracticesChapter 14: Business Tools and
WidgetsChapter 15: How to Increase Your FollowingChapter 16: Group BoardsChapter 17: Get
Pinning!
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after this work was written.Table of ContentsChapter 1: What Is Pinterest?Chapter 2: Who Uses
Pinterest?Chapter 3: Pinterest’s BeginningChapter 4: Getting Started: TerminologyChapter 5:
How To Set Up A New AccountChapter 6: Following UsersChapter 7: Setting Up Your First
BoardsChapter 8: Pins, Likes, and CommentsChapter 9: Beyond the BasicsChapter 10:
Following and FeedsChapter 11: Pinterest for BusinessChapter 12: Converting to or Getting
Started as a Business AccountChapter 13: Business Best PracticesChapter 14: Business Tools
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Get Pinning!Quick GuideGlossary of TermsReferencesAbout the AuthorIntroductionPinterest is
a visually driven social community organized into virtual boards. This is an enjoyable, easy to
use online canvas full of topic driven photos and images. Popular topics include crafts,
inspirational quotes, home décor, recipes, and fashion.Pinterest is entertaining for the casual
user and a way to generate a customer base for the business user. Friends can share photos,
jokes, inspirational quotes, or family photos. Businesses can display their products or services
as well as showcase what makes them stand out. Businesses will find that Pinterest drives
shoppers to their website, making it an easy form of free advertising.It is also clear that with the
addition of features such as “Guided Search,” Pinterest is moving itself away from existing as just
another social network and moving toward becoming a visual search engine. It may be
positioning itself to be acquired by a search competitor or to attempt to overtake one.I started
using Pinterest just for the fun of it but, I was struggling with some of the finer points of setting up
an account. The landscape on Pinterest changed so often that I found it difficult to figure out
things like changing board covers, how to get verified, and what the “Pin It” button was all about.
Assuming that there had to be other users as confused as I was, I started blogging about
Pinterest on my website, Pintalk.net. The site gained popularity and soon a lot of the content was



written based on questions from my readers.Many users are just casually on Pinterest saving
images of quotes, recipes, and outfits. Every business user I speak to wants to know how to
organize their boards and, more importantly, how to get more followers.This book is intended for
the beginning user. Whether you are an individual looking to decorate your dream house or a
business looking to drive traffic in order to sell your products and services, this book has
something for you! Pinterest is one of the easiest social networks to use. We’ll start off with
topics that answer questions for personal and business users, and then get into the brass tacks
of Pinterest starting with chapter 11.Pinterest TutorialPinterest Help for BeginnersByMichelle G.
HeldMetroNY, LLCA MetroNY, LLC ProductionPinterest Tutorial © 2014 by Michelle G.
HeldPublished in the United States by:MetroNY, LLC15 David RoadHolland, PA 18966First
EditionAll Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.Tell me and I
forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.Benjamin FranklinVisit me online!
www.PinTalk.netDedicationA ton of gratitude is owed to Ardith Held, Mona Grinberg, Christine
Mecutchen, and Betsy Coleman for stepping up as meticulous proofreaders. Dean Shull helped
develop the overview and was always quick with needed encouragement. Thank you to Max
Held and Austin Card who both weighed in with the guy opinion and tidied up the book in one
final Herculean effort. Finally, thanks you to Dianne Tricarico for her creative writing insights and
copyediting skills.Warm, loving hugs go to my three bright children, Max, Ardith, and Molly,
whom helped out with opinions, warm cups of tea, and patience. They learned that allowing me
to show them exciting things on Pinterest was easier than resisting. The most exciting day came
when I announced over lunch that I was almost finished and my son said "Wow! I'm going to
know an author soon."Thank you to everyone who supported me while writing this book. I am
fortunate to be surrounded by friends and family who support my zany ideas, check up on my
progress, and are never anything but positive. The best kind of support comes from friends we
that can simply be ourselves with. When I announced that I wrote a book to one of my best
friends, she simply replied, “Cool. Come over around five, bring some wine.”This book is
dedicated to my parents. Because of them I never learned the meaning of the words "cannot" or
"fear." It just was not in their vocabulary.Chapter 1What Is Pinterest?The real voyage of
discovery consists not in finding new landscapes but in having new eyesMarcel ProustPinterest
Is a Visual Social NetworkPinterest is an online, highly visual social network loaded with images
for inspiration and discovery. Users find, add, and save images of the things they love onto
boards. Adding images on Pinterest is similar to scrapbooking. Popular categories on Pinterest
include crafts, recipes, inspirational quotes, fashion and home décor, but there is a lot more!
Pinterest is fun, easy and free to use! Users spend a lot of time saving other users’ content to
their own accounts. With just a few clicks, you can be saving pictures of things you want to buy
or just see again.Businesses and bloggers use Pinterest to showcase their work and to drive
traffic to their websites. Any product or service that can be represented with imagery is a good



candidate for Pinterest. If your business appeals to women, this is the social network for you!
Personal accounts are almost identical to business accounts. Both are free, and the only real
difference is the business account has a website attached to it. Most business users want to
attract a large following going as quickly as possible. There are some really huge personal
accounts out there with hundreds of thousands of followers and selling absolutely nothing!When
I first started using Pinterest it was because I saw it as an up and coming social network that was
going to be more than a short term fad. It appealed to me because it was an endless window
shopping experience. It is open 24 hours per day, but I was not necessarily on it to buy anything.
Once I got a feel for the structure of the site, I did started doing a portion of my gift buying on it;
and now I am hooked. I have over 8,000 followers. Pinterest is my go to network for party,
recipes, clothing, and gift ideas.Purpose of This BookThe purpose of this book is to serve as a
guide for the complete beginner. It will help you or your business get started with account
creation, terminology and, of course, pinning. You will learn how to sign up, find interesting
topics, improve your Pinterest, organize your boards, share content, and most importantly, have
fun!The majority of Pinterest usage takes places on mobile devices. There are apps for iPad,
Android and iPhone devices. This book is written for both browser and mobile users, but many
account features are still accessible only through web browsers. When there is a difference,
each section contains notes for mobile app users. The later chapters of this book touch on
advanced business topics that are geared toward bloggers and business users.You will learn
how to set up a business or personal account and get your pins and repins into appropriate
categories. I will also cover how to set up and use group and secret boards. Group boards are
advantageous to organizations, nonprofits, and anyone looking to build a large following. I use
group boards with all of my Pinterest accounts. By the end of the book, you will understand the
basic functionality of Pinterest and be able to manage your own account.Business users
typically desire to expand their reach and attract as many followers as possible in the effort to
find buyers for their products or services. You will learn how to optimize a business account,
promote yourself, increase your following and get found. This book starts off with basic account
setup information that works for both personal and business users. The later chapters in the
book get into topics that appeal to business or power users. To be a part of this or any other
social network, you need a balance of content to share and you also need to learn to promote
the works of others in the community. I will show you how to curate content that appeals to other
users as well.Pinterest is used to create boards with collections of photos, graphics, and videos
from online sources or even your own images. You will build your social profile and learn how to
navigate and attract followers. You will learn how to be a good citizen in your new online
community while gaining exposure for yourself, your business, or brand.The Structure of
PinterestPinterest is organized into accounts, pins and boards. Pinterest users create lists with
images of things that fit together and appeal to them by saving them onto boards. Boards belong
to accounts and are grouped by categories. Every board has a title and description.Pinning is
the most basic action on Pinterest. It is a way to save an image of something you want to



preserve and categorize. Each pin has a description below its image and is saved onto a board.
Boards are grouped into categories such as humor, quotes, and holidays. Boards belong to their
owner's account. Users follow each other’s boards and accounts.I have a few Pinterest accounts
for my businesses plus other business accounts that I manage for others. Almost all of them
contain inspirational quotes and humor while about half of them include recipes. I like to include
some of my personality in all of my social media work.It’s Easy to Get StartedGetting set-up on
Pinterest is fast. New users do not need to be familiar with any other social network to get
started quickly! You only need to register an account with an email address or connect with
another social network and choose a few starter topics. Pinterest helps first-time users during
the sign-up process by suggesting boards to follow. Choose a few and you're on your way! If you
want to delve right into Pinterest, skip to chapter four! Content discovery occurs by exploring
various data feeds or searching for topics, boards, or accounts. I will discuss these later on in
chapter 10. While pinning, Pinterest suggests other pins and boards you may be interested in.
Pinterest also attempts to tailor your user experience by tracking your activity and using that
data to show you more pins you might be interested in.Chapter 2Who Uses Pinterest?If you talk
to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his language,
that goes to his heart.Nelson MandelaWomen Outnumber MenAlthough improving, as of
September 2013, women still outnumbered men on Pinterest by just over 4 to 1. In addition, 33%
of online women use Pinterest (1). This is an improvement from 2012 when female usage of the
site outstripped male usage by 5-to-1 (2).The typical Pinterest user has at least some post-
secondary education, but most have completed college or more. Most users are between the
ages of 18 and 29, although the 30 to 49 age group is a close second (1). Pinterest users are
financially well-off with an average income of $75k+, making them an ideal demographic for
retailers to target.Why Use Social Media?A survey of online adults found that 73% use at least
one social networking site and 42% of online adults use more than one network. Of the adults
that are online, 71% are Facebook users (3). While 58% of consumers have 'liked' a brand on
Facebook only 12% of consumers follow at least one brand on Twitter (4). We no longer wait for
the evening television news broadcast or the morning newspaper. Not only are fashion photos
from red carpet awards shows posted on news websites within the hour, commentary is posted
as it happens courtesy of social networking. The 2014 Olympics took place in Sochi, Russia. I
didn't have to cover my eyes as I ran the gauntlet of morning newspaper stands while I waited to
watch tape-delayed games on television. I was able follow my favorite hockey games live on
Twitter. Okay, I'm a closet curling fan, too! Social media lets us get information from all over the
world almost instantly.Individuals Use Social Media toResearch a topicStay in touch with out-of-
town friends and familyRead the newsFollow a brand, business, or charitySurprisingly, social
media users are more likely to socialize in person than non-social-media-users. Internet users
on social networks are 18% more likely to work out at a gym, 19% more likely to attend a
sporting event, and 26% more likely to give their opinion about politics and current events.Social
Media for BusinessHalf of all social media users under age 35 follow their online friends’ product



and service recommendations (5).BRANDfog’s second annual 2013 CEO, Social Media and
Leadership Survey revealed that 80.6% of respondents believe that social media was important
way for CEOs to engage with customers and investors. In addition, 73.8% of those responding to
the survey believe that C-Suite social media engagement helped create brand transparency and
transparency builds trust (6).Those numbers are useful for both consumers and businesses. As
consumers, we know that other social media savvy buyers are out there looking for brands that
are in touch and that care about their customers. Businesses realize that they must
communicate effectively and quickly with their customers. Social media provides a way for
consumers and businesses to talk to each other in real time without the hassle of waiting in a
telephone queue for hours or days for an email response.Businesses Use Social Media
toShowcase new productsAdvertise salesStage contestsCommunicate with
customersCommunicate with investors or other stakeholdersIncrease customer baseSell or get
a customer to the retail locationWhy Use Pinterest?People use Pinterest for many reasons, in
the same way that one uses other social networking sites. I use Facebook to keep in touch with
my out-of-town friends, to see photos of what they are doing, and to see how their children are
growing up. I started using Pinterest simply because it looked like fun. I started blogging about it
because there were some things that took time to learn. I knew others would have the same
questions. Many of my friends are on Pinterest, too. We use the “send” feature to send humorous
pictures to each other. I have a secret board that I write apps and ideas on and keep them there
for my friends to test and give me feedback on.One of my friends is a closet writer and she pins
her blog posts on Pinterest under a pseudonym. Another friend has a business account for his
audio visual firm but also pins recipes and fitness tips to his boards. I have a few Pinterest
accounts. One is @PinTalk. I pin all of my Pinterest tutorials from my website . In addition, I post a
lot of articles about entrepreneurship and women in business, writing, social media in general,
and lots of inspirational quotes. I have two other business accounts as well as a separate
Pinterest account for my nonprofit.With so many other social networks out there and only so
much time to devote to social networking, how do you choose which one to use? The answer is:
“It depends!” If you have a business, blog, or product that can be explained in photographs or
other graphics, then Pinterest is the social network for your business! If you enjoy browsing
through photos and graphics on a wide variety of topics and want to keep them in an online
scrapbook, then Pinterest is definitely for you!I know I could spend hours every day browsing
through inspirational quotes, fitness topics, and endless outfits. There is an amazing amount of
information out there that I suddenly can't live without even though I didn't know it existed 5
minutes ago.Pinterest Is Perfect forIndividuals who love to collect and organize imagesCooks,
decorators, and other creative typesBusinesses that can be represented visuallyBusinesses that
market to a female audiencePinterest Is Easy to UsePinterest can be used to follow people,
brands, or topics. You can follow your friends or favorite brands, and, in turn, gain lots of
followers by sharing interesting information. This is an attraction to some, but not all, users. If
building a following is a buzz killer for you, don't go away! Pinterest has built-in features to limit



what you see.With Pinterest, you can choose to see only the pins, from the accounts you are
following. The home feed displays pins from pinners and boards that the user is following. Your
home feed is what you see when you click on the “Pinterest” logo at the top, center of your
Pinterest account or when you choose “home feed” from the category menu. This brings you to
Pinterest.com if you are using a browser version.Pinterest has another feature that allows you to
see all pins no matter who posted them. Browsing all images, free of Pinterest filters, makes it
easy to discover more pins and users. I’ll talk more about feeds later on.Businesses Benefit from
PinterestCompanies have embraced social media as a way to stay in touch with their customers
in a cost effective manner. Any business that can represent itself visually can benefit from using
Pinterest for marketing and communications. It is also good for search engine optimization.A
repin is a Pinterest pin that was saved to another board. It has been pinned again, or repinned. It
is estimated that 80% of pins are actually repins.The Top 5 Brand Categories with the Most
RepinsHomeRecipesFoodWeddingsFashionThe above data means businesses such interior
designers, chefs, photographers, wedding planners, or clothing retailers are a good fit for
Pinterest marketing. Home decorating is a top five category for the second year in a row. The
home décor category can include anything from interior remodeling to landscape design-related
pins. There are plenty of design ideas from high end retailers to do-it-yourself recycling
projects.Although there is a way to speak to other users, Pinterest is not really used as a forum
for direct communications like Facebook, Twitter and even Instagram. Comments on Pinterest
work the same way as commenting does on Twitter and Facebook. Comments show up as
notifications and can flood an email inbox so they are likely to be turned off for an active
Pinterest account. That said, I have managed to gain at least a few new business contacts using
Pinterest.The Scoop by the NumbersIn 2012, Pinterest had more than 12 million monthly unique
visitors (2). Pinterest refers more traffic than Google+, LinkedIn, and YouTube combined. By July
2013 Pinterest had reached over 30 million unique monthly visitors and now has more than 38
million visitors a month according to Compete.com, a web traffic measurement site (7).The term
unique visitors is an internet term that indicates how many people visited Pinterest per month.
Pinterest averaged more than 12 million monthly visitors in 2012. And it is still growing, making
this an exciting, influential social network to explore.More than a quarter of Pinterest users have
an annual household income of at least $100,000 (8). With over 25% of Pinterest users having
an income of over 6 figures, it's no wonder this is such a popular social media outlet to use to
increase exposure for your business. It's also a great place to talk about a nonprofit you want to
support, crafts you want to share, or to get ideas for your home.Referrals from Pinterest spend
70 percent more money than visitors referred from non-social channels (9). This means that
people who spend time on Pinterest spend more money on your website than those who visit
your e-commerce site from another advertising source. Websites that are able to market their
products effectively through images can benefit from Pinterest traffic.Based on a Pew Research
Center survey women outnumber men on Pinterest more than 5-to-1 (2) in 2012. The typical
user has at least a college education and averages over $75k annual income. Half of users are



parents (10).Pinterest and Tumblr are among the “stickiest” social media sites, each accounting
for, on average, 89 minutes of time spent per month per user. That compares to 21 minutes
monthly on average spent on Twitter, 17 minutes on LinkedIn, and just three minutes on Google
+ (11).The Cake CompanyMy friend has new snack cake company. He sells low-sugar, vegan
cakes in single serving packages to college students as a healthy alternative to more well-known
super sugary snack cake brands. He wants to sell mainly to food-service providers but also
directly to college-aged consumers. A business like the cake company can create quite a few
boards and reach both the individual consumer and the collegiate buyer.An online cake
company that sells mainly to wholesale customers may not seem like a good fit for Pinterest but
there are good ways to highlight the company and promote its products. Pins of videos that talk
about the cake flavors or nutritional merits are good ways to promote its best features. Since the
target market is the college student demographic, pins about campus life are a fun way to
integrate the college community.Boards for This Type of Business Could IncludeA behind the
scenes board about the baking processSourcing, nutritional information and flavorsPromotional
events at college campusesEvents and trade show photosAlways remember to include other
pinners in the social media conversation! Being a good citizen on any social media platform
means that you pin, comment, and like other users’ pins as well. Don't go out and pin only your
own products or information over and over. You will find that you will be tuned out by many
followers. Increase your following and exposure by making the rest of the community a part of
your network.Chapter 3Pinterest’s BeginningThe beginning is the most important part of the
work.PlatoThe BeginningFounded by Paul Sciarra, Evan Sharp, and now CEO Ben Silbermann,
Pinterest.com launched in March 2010. Growth began to take off after the first quarter of 2011
when the number of user accounts jumped to 2 million.
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Lanceshield, “Avoided social media at all costs and this book got me excited about opening an
account!!!. Perfect! Just what I needed. Exactly what it was described to be. I've been avoiding
social media for years. Had no accounts and wasn't interested in opening any. Then, I found
that I needed to open accounts including Pinterest. During the reading of this book I became
excited about the possibilities and by the time I finished the book I couldn't wait to get going.
And did. In just a week I have over 50 pins, half are other peoples and half are mine. I'm now
reading a different book, by a different author on Twitter. Well written book with everything I need
to know and do, just like this book was for Pinterest. I will open a Twitter account, but I just don't
have the enthusiasm for it that I have for getting going on Pinterest, sparked by this book.
Actually, this book said more that I found encouraging than I get from the Twitter book, so
Michelle Held's writing and information is partly to blame for my enthusiasm!!”

Flg, “Useful Information on Pinterest. I've been using Pinterest for about a year and learned by
trial and error. It worked alright but there were a lot of functions that I knew little about. It taught
me many features I didn't know. So it's a greater resource for beginners and those wanting to
become more Pinterest savvy. It's very easy-to- understand and incorporates screen shots that
take the guesswork out of the instructions. I found the information on using Pinterest to
enhance a business particularly interesting and insightful. Definitely a worthwhile resource for
anyone  wanting to better utilize Pinterest.”

Paul, “An excellent and quick start to both private and professional use of Pinterest. This book
provides a comprehensive and clear guide to creation and upkeep of Pinterest for both the
casual user and the savvy marketeer. Inside I found a number of helpful guides and tips for
increasing not only the visibility of my company, but also the visual appeal and quality of my
Pinterest account. As someone with little initial knowledge, this book is a MUST. I found the
index of terms in the back to be especially helpful.The book itself is written in a clear and helpful
manner, so no need to worry there either! Just grab it. read it, and get pinning (and re-pinning)!”

RM, “Yes!. Good for me as a beginner and as I learn. Love bullet summaries. First book on any
social media that makes social media look fun.”

StarfishAndStripes, “Great Pinterest Marketing Book. Loved this Pinterest book tutorial. The
author has a good grasp on today's social media scene and what it takes to succeed at Pinterest
Marketing. Lots of great tips for a blossoming small business owner like myself. Hopefully we
hear more great tips from Michelle soon.”

mona grinberg, “will be a big help for my business!!!. i had already used pinterest a bit for
personal use, but as i am considering using it for my business, i needed help. this book has



loads of suggestions for the new or established business owner to help them navigate pinterest
and use it to grow a business, by increasing your exposure in a whole variety of ways. the author
gives many examples of not only how to do everything, but why you're doing them and what the
results may be. written very clear and easy to understand. a good business tool! i recommend
this book highly!!!”

MT GRANNY / Colorado, “Great Beginners. Picked this book because of an Alex Theis
recommendation. I'm quite the beginner, found very educational, better than the "Dummy" book I
bought earlier”

Martha Hennessy, “It was good if you know very little about Pinterest. It was good if you know
very little about Pinterest. I didn't realize I knew as much as I did until I read it. Definitely a good
buy.Bobbie”

The book by Michelle Held has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 24 people have provided feedback.
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